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material can be deduced in as much detail as it
is now known for several nontransition metals.
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We wish to report the possibility of a new tem-
perature dependence for the spin-lattice relaxa-
tion time due to two-phonon Raman processes in
multilevel spin systems. The process is simply
an extension of the Van Vleck' "cancellation" ar-
gument for a Kramers doublet lowest to the case
when there is a multilevel Kramers state lowest
in energy. In the former case Van Vleck found

T, ~T ' in the Raman region. We find for the
latter case, in addition to the T ' dependence of
Ty found by Van Vleck, a T ' dependence of T,
in the low-temperature part of the Raman region.
The T ' law competes with the T term, but
should be relatively more important in the rare-
earth group and third transition group than in the
first and second transition groups. A very rough
orde. of-magnitude argument gives the criterion,

portion of the Raman region. Consider a rare-
earth ion in a cubic environment such that a Fs
quartet is lowest in energy. Such would definitely
be the case' for Ce'+, Nd'+, and Sm'+ in a cubal
environment (eightfold coordination) and, depend-
ing on the relative size of the fourth and sixth or-
der crystalline field terms, for Dy'+ in a cubal
environment and for Nd'+, Dy'+, and Er'+ in an
octahedral environment. Consider the case of
Sm'+ in a cubal environment. The wave functions
are'

~(~/a) &kr,

for the dominance of the T ' term over the T
term in the first two transition groups. Here, X

is the spin-orbit coupling constant, and 6 is an
appropriate crystalline field splitting. In the
rare-earth group, however, where the crystal-
line field splittings are small compared to the
spin-orbit splittings, the criterion for the ap-
pearance of the T ' law is simply:

To be specific, let us examine a situation where
the T law is sure to dominate over at least a

II M =--') =-IJ=-' M =--').
2 2& J 2

The wave functions for Nd +, Dy'+, and Er'+ are
not so simple because there is more than one I',
quartet in the ground multiplet, and the detailed
nature of the wave functions will depend on the
ratio of the fourth to sixth order crystalline field
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terms. The orbit-lattice interaction is written the C&& are

OL
V(I', l)C(1' l, m)e(I', m)

l=2, 4, 6

(f 7'U'v'SL'J' J 'I C If TUvSLJJ )z gp, 8

) 1) ",~~,))2Z+1)(2J +1))v

V(1', l)C(1' l, m)e(I', -m)(-1)
m=o, +i
)=2, 4, 6 (2)

where only l =2, 4 terms contribute for Sm'+ if we
remain in the ground J= -,

' manifold. The V(I'fg, l)
are phenomenological coefficients; the C(I'fgl, m)
and the e(I fg, m) are linear combinations of Ra-
cah's' C~& and of the strain tensor, respectively,
which transform as the mth subvector of the Fi&
irreducible representation of the cubic group Og.
For the rare-earth group, the matrix elements of

x(f T'U'v'SL'IIC Ilf 7UvSL),

(tj) II C, II g) = -3(143/14)"';

(tI) II C, II tj)) = -,'(13/7)"'. (4)

The spin-lattice Raman relaxation rate for rare-
earth ions for transitions between levels MJ and
M~&due to interactions of the type (2) is given by'

upon rearranging the expression of Elliott, Judd,
and Runciman. ' The double bar matrix element
in (3) is easily evaluated using Racah's' fractional
parentage coefficients. For Sm'+ in the ground
multiplet, we find

9
M M, (2E) Pv

~(M, IC(l". l, m) IM „)(M „IC(I"., l', m') IM )

i, i' MJ M „z'm'

E -E
J Jll

(M, I C(I'., l', m') IM „)(M „IC(1', l, m) IM )i'g ' " " ig '
I V(I' l)V(I'

-5+ zg' z'g'
i ImI

2-

x &, , csch (S(u, ,/2kT)d(u, (5)

where EM& is the energy of the level I J,Mg);
and we have set Iz~i~ -Iz(dii~l, the energy of the
phonon destroyed by e(I';2g, m), i.e. , we have ig-
nored the Zeeman energy in comparison with

@~i~, Scoir~l. In the case Van Vleck considered,
IM~12) was split apart from IM~) and IM~2) by a,

crystalline field energy b, -10000 cm ~. If IMg)
and IMg2) are Kramers conjugates of one another
(i.e. , time reversed states of half integral spin),
it is easily seen that the numerators of the two
terms in the integrand of (5) are of equal magni-
tude, but are opposite in sign. Hence, a cancel-
lation occurs, and if E~J-EMJI ~+i'm' &»

the term in the curly brackets reduces to

(M, I C (I'. l, m) IM „)(M „I C (I'., l', m ') IM )

2 S(d
i fnlI

)2'

J Jl I

This, when squared and inserted in (5), immediately
gives AM M, ~»' for Kramers conjugate states
IMJ), IMg2). If, however, IMg) and IMJ1) are
not time reversed Kramers states, as for exam-
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pie in a multilevel spin system, then no cancella-
ion ~~c~~s, and from (5), AM M, T'

assumption, kT «6, and thus the T' terms will

be negligible compa. red to the T terms in a mul-
tilevel system, and the relaxation time T, should

be proportional to T ' in the Raman region.
However, there is a possibility which is cer-

tainly unimportant for the multilevel ion (Cr'+)
Van Vleck considered, but which we feel is im-
portant for rare-earth ions and which may be im-
portant for third transition group ions. There is
no reason to demand a priori that iM J'li) be an-
other crystalline field level split apart from the
ground levels by a large energy —it could also be
another one of the ground levels. Thus, for Sm'+,

IMg) and IMgi) could be the iI'8, MJ = —,') and the

iI'8, MJ. = --', ) levels, respectively, and then iMZIt)
would be the iI'8, M&-—+-', ) levels. Hence, in the
Raman region we can ignore EM -EM in com-

) J Ji'r
parison with Se, , -kT. When the "cancellation"
occurs, the terms in the curly brackets of (5) now

add to give

e 2
x(M „IC(I'., f', m') iM )

2 g J ~(d.J 5

When squared and inserted into (5), this term

J J'gives AM M
~T'. We assert that this term

will be larger than the usual T' term by (b, /kT)'
for rare-earth ions, and thus should be dominant
over a significant part of the Raman process re-
gion.

An order-of-magnitude approximation can be
made for both temperature dependences of T, for
Sm'+ using (1), (3), (4), and (5). We assume typ-
ica.l values of V(I'i&, l) -500 cm ', 6 —50 cm i,
p-2 g/cm', v-3x10' cm/sec, a.nd find

, -10 'T' sec '
2 2

10 T' sec
2 2

where T is the temperature in 'K.
We further suggest a possible experiment to

check these ideas directly. The application of a
large uniaxial stress will destroy the cubic sym-
metry of the paramagnetic ion's environment,

and will split the I'8 quartet into two doublets.
When this occurs, it is possible that E~ -F~J J1E
can be made sufficiently large compared to kT so
that the temperature dependence of T, ought to
change from a T ' law to a T ' law.

A word should be said concerning the situation
in iron-group salts. It is easily shown that for
Cr'+ in an octahedral environment where the
ground level is a, 'I'2, (M~li iC(I'fP, m) IM~)
~X/6, if iM J pf) is a 'F4 or a. F5', but propor-
tional to (i/A)' if iM Jtl) is another level within

the 'I'2 ground level. Hence, the T' term in

AM ~M will be proportional to (A./6)'/b. ' [asJ J'
can be seen from (5)], whereas our proposed T'
term will be proportional to (X/b, ) /(kT)'. Com-
paring, we see that, very roughly, if ) (X/b, ) &kT,
then T, fx-T '. Preliminary measurements of Cas-
tle and Feldman" on V'+ in cubic sites in Mgo
indicate that T, ~T ' in the temperature region
of 16(T(90'K. Unfortunately, the relaxation
mechanism we have presented here does not ap-
pear capable of entirely accounting for the dom-
inance of the T ' term over such a large tempera-
ture range, as X/b, is about the same for V'+ as
for (isoelectronic) Cr'+, and the latter ion's T,
in MgQ does seem proportional to T ' over the
same temperature range.
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We have not considered terms in VOL which are pro-

portional to e and which contribute to the Raman proc-
esses in first order. Such terms can be shown to be
of the same order of magnitude as those we have con-
sidered giving rise to the TY dependence, but they will
not contribute to the T dependence.
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